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一、中文摘要


















     In this study, the heat transfer
characteristics of the portable and
multifunctional Chinese Braille computer
are examined.  Experiments and
numerical simulations are used to
analyze and evaluate the heat transfer
capability of the portable and
multifunctional Chinese Braille computer.
Suitable methods in improving the heat
transfer and in minimizing the dirt
accumulations are proposed.
     In this year, heat transfer design is
emphasized.  Number, location,
efficiency, and dirt proving design of
fans are analyzed.  New heat transfer
parts and a new design are also
considered.  This project has improved
the reliability of the portable and
multifunctional Chinese Braille computer
and the techniques developed can then be
applied to other Braille assistant
equipment.   The demands of the blinds
in enjoying and sharing computer
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熔 融 溫 度 ℃ 280-300
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圖一：研究流程圖
圖二：量測位置標示圖
圖三：非接觸式紅外線測溫器
圖四：點字方數值分析網格圖
圖五：機殼本體加開長條型散熱孔並配
合風扇散熱之設計
